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Outcomes - by T. M. Moore 
Taking every thought captive for
obedience to Christ 
(2 Cor. 10.5) 

Loving Creation 

From the beginning, God
intended a relationship of
mutual benefit to exist between
human beings and the
environment. The earth is the
Lord’s, and everything in it, and
He knows best how all creation
should exist and work together. 

God appointed people to subdue
the earth and exercise dominion
over it; however, these
mandates are no license to ravage the earth, without regard for its well-being. Adam was
charged with “serving” and “guarding” the garden into which God placed Him (Gen. 2.15).
He would serve the garden by bringing order to its flora and fauna and by working so that
each creature could be fruitful and multiply. He would guard the garden by keeping out of
it anything which threatened to disrupt God’s good plan for His creation. 

Adam’s failure to guard the garden against God’s spiritual adversary introduced the
groaning and travailing of creation under the burden of human sin (cf. Gen. 3.1-19; Rom.
8.22). However, God has not stopped loving His creation, and He intends those who know
Him to resume the work of relieving creation’s groaning and bringing it to maximum
fecundity (Rom. 8.19-21). 

God loves His creation so much that He sent His only begotten Son to redeem and
reconcile the world to Himself (Jn. 3.16; 2 Cor. 5.17-21). It is part of our calling as
Christians to refract that love for creation by continuing to serve and guard it, so that the
goodness of God might be seen in it and the glory of God known through it. 
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Christian endeavors such as Blue Heron Ministries practice creation awareness,
protection, care, and development at the local level. Under the leadership of Nate
Simons, this church-based ministry brings together members of the community to work
on a variety of projects to allow ecologies of northern Indiana to realize their
God-intended purpose. Blue Heron is an educational and environmental ministry with a
decidedly Kingdom focus, showing in practical ways how Christians and others can care
for the creation in their own back yards. By Rustling Grass, you can discover ways to
enjoy and care for the environment in your own community. 

One of the ways we express love
for God is by loving His creation.
This can take various forms,
including learning about the
creation, delighting in creatures,
developing and conserving it,
and taking an interest in the
health of creation, particularly
where its well-being is in
jeopardy. 

The health of creation can be put
in jeopardy even by those
seeking to delight in the features
and creatures of a particular
environment. Tourists bring

many things to sensitive environments, not all of them beneficial. And if you add love for
the money tourism generates into such situations, reluctance to rein in the destruction
can become the order of the day. 

One example: Paul Tullis reports that tourist traffic to the Galápagos Islands has
increased so much in recent years that serious threats to the environment and the
unique species of wildlife it supports loom (“Galápagos Stampede,” Scientific American,
April 2016). Studies have been prepared, proposing courses of action to manage this
increase, but so far Ecuadorian government officials appear to be unwilling to curtail the
revenues from tourism, which have been steadily growing. 

Some improvements in conditions for particular species are being made, but the larger
question of whether to restrict the number of tourists annually remains unaddressed. This
is the crucial question, but so far the political will to address it does not exist. 

It’s important to be aware of such situations, since they can help to sensitize us to a more
responsible use of creation in our own locales. All Christians have a duty to know, enjoy,
develop, and conserve the creation, beginning right where we live. By staying abreast of
conservation efforts and ecological threats in various parts of the world, and of the good
work being done by Christian and other environmental groups, we can improve our
stewardship over those parts of the creation God has entrusted to our care. 

Learn to love creation, and you will love God more as well. 

For reflection

As Adam was to the garden, you are to what? How do “serve” and “guard” apply to
you there? 

How is it apparent that you love the creation like God does? 
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What are some things you could do in order to become more involved in exercising
proper care for the creation in your area? 

"'Are you seeking great things for yourself? Seek them not.'" Jeremiah 45.5

T. M. Moore 
The Fellowship of Ailbe 
www.ailbe.org

To subscribe to T.M.’s thrice-weekly meditations go to https://www.ailbe.org/columns
/crosfigell and click “subscribe".

Meandering at Duff Lake - By Nate Simons
The Duff Lake Fen restoration
project took a bit of a meander
over the winter. We had hoped
to be able to fill all the
man-made ditches excavated
within the 76-acres of wetland
soil in order to retain
groundwater thus improving
hydrologic function around Duff
Lake. As it turns out, one of the
ditches originates on a
neighboring property. Filling
that ditch within the project
limits would stop drainage and
back water onto the neighbor’s
property. 

So, in order to maintain good
neighbor relations, we hired an
engineer to help us solve the
problem. How could we change
the ditch so that it did not
quickly drain the wetland soil while at the same time not negatively impact the neighbor?
Mike Gensic, a civil engineer with whom I have had professional confidence 
for decades, met with me on-site near the end of winter. 

Together we took elevation shots both on the
neighbor’s property and the Duff Lake Fen
property. We took shots of the ditch bottom,
culvert elevations, and ground shots. And we
developed a plan in the field that would slow water
in the ditch and raise the elevation in the ditch
bottom without flooding the neighbor. A series of
meanders will wind back and forth across the
original ditch essentially slowing the water’s
velocity and raising the elevation of the stream
bottom. The increased sinuosity of the new stream
will replicate a natural stream course and increase
retention of groundwater. Point bars or wetland
benches within the meanders will create places to
increase wetland plant diversity in the new
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channel. 

To make sure our plan was buildable, we invited
Kevin Northrup to review our idea on-site. Once we received his blessing and discussed
project timing, the next step was to obtain permits from Indiana Department of
Environmental Management and US Army Corps of Engineers. The agencies were already
aware of our intentions to close the site’s ditches since we involved them in a process of
early coordination. Their excitement mounted as they chose to direct us to apply for a
little-used Nationwide #27 permit to actually “restore” wetlands instead of the usual
permit given to disturb wetlands. 

Progress report: Orbis
Environmental Consulting,
already involved in grant- and
permit-required vegetation
inventory and monitoring,
applied for the Nationwide #27
on behalf of the project. The
Public Notice has been issued by
the permitting agencies, and if
all runs smoothly (pending
agency approval), Kevin will
start earth-moving operations to
close ditches and re-create a
meandering stream in
September or October this year.

Let’s Finish This! - By Nate Simons
Blue Heron Ministries has steadily over the last few years transformed the boulevard
entrance to the Trine State Recreational Area. As “statement” that reflects the
original landscape of Lakes Country, Ted Bohman, property manager, requested that we
build a prairie at the property’s entrance. Volunteers of Blue Heron Ministries,
 Pokagon State Park staff
and park volunteers have
worked side-by-side to plant
plugs of short-stature prairie
grasses and prairie
wildflowers. Some of the
plants have been purchased
from nurseries specializing
in Indiana native plants
(Spence Restoration Nursery
in Muncie and Heartland
Restoration Services in Fort
Wayne) and some of the
plant plugs have been
created by Blue Heron
Ministries’ volunteers. 

Monies ran out with 190 feet of the entrance boulevard to go. Late this winter, a plea
went out to the Steuben County Community Foundation for help to finish the project. 

The Steuben County Community
Foundation provided a grant for
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$3,565 from the Ralph E. Taylor
Conservation Fund to complete
the project.  This donor advised
fund is supported and advised by
Cheryl Taylor, Ralph E. Taylor's
widow and longtime supporter of
Steuben County and area
conservation projects.  The Ralph
E. Taylor Fund provided a grant
in Fall 2015 to continue the
efforts to enhance the entry to
Trine State Recreation Area with
native prairie vegetation.  Cheryl
was pleased with the opportunity
to complete the project and said,

"Again, and always, this gift reflects what Ralph thought was important.  All these grants
are in honor of him and his commitment that the outdoors is for everybody.  Everyone
deserves to see the beauty and wonder nature has to bring."

We plan to gather Wednesday June 8 at Phil Bieberich’s greenhouse (8385 E 300 N,
Howe) to once again build prairie plugs from local, hand-collected seed. With tender care
and lots of water and fertilizer, we hope to have the prairie plugs ready to plant in the
entrance boulevard at Trine State Recreation Area around Labor Day this year.

Upcoming Events

Plug Creation - June 8 at 8:30AM
We plan to gather Wednesday June
8 to once again build prairie plugs
from local, hand-collected
seed. With tender care and lots of
water and fertilizer, we hope to
have the prairie plugs ready to
plant in the entrance boulevard at
Trine State Recreation Area around
Labor Day this year.

You can meet at the chapel (2955
W. Orland Rd, Angola, IN 46703) at
8:30 to carpool or join us at Phil
Bieberich’s greenhouse (8385 E
300 N, Howe, IN 46746).

Purple Loosestrife Bio-Control Field Day - June 17
Have you heard about the insects that are
controlling purple loosestrife in many
wetlands? You may already have them in your
neighborhood. This will be a chance to see
what they look like, as well as what their
feeding damage looks like. We should be able
to see adults, eggs and larvae of the purple
loosestrife leaf eating beetle, Galerucella. We
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should also be able to see the flower feeding
weevil, Nanophyes. Once you see the
bio-control insects, you should be able to
recognize them in other purple loosestrife
patches.

The Lakes Country Cluster is organizing an
afternoon field day to learn about this process.
Watch for updates, as details are still being

finalized. 

Duff Lake Fen seed collection
We don't have specific date yet, but seed collection will begin at Duff Lake Fen near the
middle/end of June. Once we have some dates finalized, we will send out the details. 

Mission Statement
The mission of Blue Heron Ministries, Inc. is to build communities where creation is kept and to keep
creation so that community may be restored.

Blue Heron Ministries, Inc. is a nonprofit organization and a ministry of the Presbyterian Chapel of the
Lakes, a 501(c)(3) organization. 

Because the Presbyterian Chapel of the Lakes is located in the heart of lake country, environmental
stewardship, education, and advocacy is a significant part of our Christian witness.  Acting upon our faith
that relationships may be restored and experience substantial healing in an imperfect world, we offer the
following four initiatives as tools of reconciliation:

Land Trust • Conservation Design • Education • Natural Lands Restoration
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